Dear Team Members,

Greetings from SUPRA SAEINDIA!!

As you are all aware that Virtual SUPRA SAEINDIA 2011 team selection & Scrutiny are scheduled on 21\textsuperscript{st} & 22\textsuperscript{nd} of August 2010 at Ansys Office, Hinjewadi, Pune.

We give below details of requirements for the same:

A. I) Virtual SUPRA SAEINDIA.

All the teams are required to give a brief presentation of their work. They will be selected for Main event, based on this.

Teams are expected to present the following as a slide show.

1. All important parameters from the Rule book are to be captured in 1 slide.
2. College Facilities which will be used for making the - 1\textsuperscript{st} point
3. Team members and their details, faculty advisor and allocation of various tasks to members, provide in table format on a slide with target dates.
4. 3D view of the vehicle
5. Roll cage design
6. MS project plan
7. Design validation plan
8. Draft Technical specifications of the vehicle
9. Target performance specs
10. Innovations planned\textit{(if any)} with some concept details – 1\textsuperscript{st} point.
11. Any other information you feel important in your design.

II) Virtual SUPRA SAEINDIA 2011.

1. Number of participant is strictly restricted to 5.
2. One design Engineer is Mandatory.
3. Faculty Advisor of the team is mandatory.
4. Maximum time limit for presentation is 10 minutes. Followed by immediate Q&A.
5. College identity card and SAEINDIA membership card or number which has validity for the academic year 2010 – 2011. Without these participant will not be allowed to give the presentation.
6. Hard Copy of Preliminary design report which was submitted\text{(as a soft copy)} is mandatory.
7. Format all your presentation in MS office 2003 format.
8. All team should carry their presentation in Pendrive. Individual laptops are not allowed to connect to the systems.
B. Accommodation:

Team who require accommodation are requested to contact Mr. Ashish D Shah @ ashish.saeindia@live.com on or before 8th August 2010.

Mobile : 9503285015

Thanks & Regards,

Yogesh Nagendiran | Chair- Alumni
SUPRA SAEINDIA | Mob:097912 76322
1/17Ceebros Arcade | 2nd Floor | 3rd Cross
Kasturiba Nagar | Adyar | Chennai - 600 020
Ph|044-24411904,044 - 42152280